Rammstein and Die Toten Hosen
or stuff like that.

German rockers Unherz have recently released their debut
album which goes under the name of Unherzlich Willkomdrummen. Hallowed.se had the pleasure to ask the band some
mer
bogi
questions about their new album and the band, now we
and me. A few
are conveying that thing to you readers. Here are some
months later our
questions and answers for Unherz, Enjoy!
Text by Daniel Källmalm
Photos and graphics by Massacre Records
Written on november 10-2010
Tell me a little about Unherz?
- Hi, I am Locke, the bassplayer,
background singer and textwri-
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ter of Unherz.
First of all i would like to thank
you in the name of the bandmembers for your interest in Unherz
and in our music and for supporting us.
Unherz was founded in january
2008 by andy, our guitarist, our
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singer felix completed the
band.
We knew each other from different bandprojects and decided to do something together.
UNHERZ was born…and what
we are doing is a combination
of German- spoken Hard Rock
and raw metal, like a mixture of
bands like Die Böhsen Onkelz,

Could you tell me a little about
your inspirations for your music?
- I think the inspiration for our
songs is everywhere. All you
have to do is to open your eyes.
Look out the window, ride the
bus or read a newspaper and you
will get more inspiration than
anyone could need!
Can you tell me a little about
your lyrical themes?
- We’re singing about topic that
belongs to us. Things that are
around us every day. We are not
here to tell fairy.
Any thoughts behind the title,
Unherzlich Willkommen? It
seem a bit like a contradiction.
- If you do socially critical songs
that deal with Topic such as the
rapists in the Catholic Church or
similar assholes, then this entails
that you are not welcome any-

where. That’s what the title “Unherzlich Willkommen” should
mean!
I like the world cup song, how
did you come up with the idea
to that one?
- I don’t know. I think it was our
Guitarists Idea to do such a song.
And I think it was a good one.
Do you think your song helped
the German team?
- If it did we would be WorldChampion today ;-)
Which is your favorite song on
the record? Why?
- I prefer the harder ones. So I like
the songs “Die Bestie” and “Dem
Tod so nah” most. But I like the
other ones too and i think it has
become a very nice Debut- Album.
Are you pleased with how the
record turned out?
- Yes. We are all happy with the
result.
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Of course, sometimes when we
are listening to the songs we get
new ideas.
But these will come on another
release....
How would you say the reception have been for the record so
far?
- As expected, I think. Some love
it and some hate it.
Is there any particular idea in
singing in German?
- German is our mother tongue.
So why should we sing in another language?
Any final words for our readers?
- I’d like to thank you that you
have accompanied us so far. Stay
tuned!
www.unherz.de

http://www.myspace.com/unherz
http://www.hallowed.se/english/
music/reviews/2010/unherz-unherzlich_willkommen.html
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